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DEGLACIATION IN COLUMBIA
by

OPPENI-mUI

At the kind request of Dr. J. A. Broggi, I have pleasure to report on my observations on the ice and snow conditions in the CordilIera Oriental of Columbia.
Although the writer has ascended the several sno,,, peaks in Colombia, such as
the Sierra Nevada de Snata Marta, Nevado del Ruiz and Nevada del Cocuy between
the years 1939 and ]941, having everywhere observed an extensive withdrawal of
the existing glaciers, it was only on the Nevado del Cocuy that actual comparison
of the glaciers after a prolonged period of time could be made.
The Nevado del Cocuy was first ascended by the writer on December 25th 1939
having remained at thc snow line until January 1st. Some observations on the
conditions of the glaciers and numerous photogl'aphs were made at that occasion,
while studying remains of pleistocene glaciations.
Another excursion to the Nevado del Cocuy at exactly the same site of Laguna
de la Cueva was made on December 2Gth of' 1947, remaining at the edge of the glaciers till December 29th. '1 he position of the main glacier was observed at the edge
of the Laguna de la Cueva at 4.600 meters.
The deglaciation of the Nevado del Cocuy since 1939 could be clearly observed
by the "\\Titer. Although bench-marks were not put up at the time of the first
excursion, comparative photogTaphs show an unmistakable withdrawal of the front
lobes of the glaciers in the last eight years. The withdrawal is however barely
perceptive on the glaciers overhanging the steep mountain sides. Evidences of deglaciation are much more visible in t he gentle slopes of the western flank of the Nevado,
Here , while the glaciers in 1939 descended to the very edge of the Lake of Cueva.
they were observed in December 194.7 at a distance of some 20 to 30 meters from
the lake shores and only in one spot was the main glacier descending directly into
the lake. The vertical distance of withdrawal can this be estimated at about 7 to
10 meters, or an approximate rate of 1 meter per year could be reasonably suggested
for the Nevado del Coeuy.
The attached photographs illustrate the conditions of the glacier lobes of the
Nevado del Cocuy in December 1939 and December 1947.
Bogota, April 1st 1948.
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